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SOFIA flies at Mach 0.85
(540 mph = 9 miles per minute)
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FLITECAM Team Workstation

Telescope Team seats

The First Light Infrared Test Experiment
CAMera (FLITECAM) collects infrared
light with wavelengths between 1 and
5.5 microns. FLITECAM is also used to
help measure SOFIA’s image quality,
telescope stability, and infrared background emission.

German SOFIA Institute (DSI)
engineers occupy these seats to
test and monitor the telescope’s
performance.

Science Conference Table

Guest scientists use this area in flight
to confer and communicate with the
airborne science operations staff, the
Science Flight Planner, and the Mission Director to discuss the ongoing
observations and view real-time data.

Telescope Operators’ station
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This is the backbone of the observatory that distributes power,
collects data, and enables various on-board software suites and
workstations to talk to each other.

Airborne Astronomy Ambassadors
(AAA) Console

Educators who fly as part of the AAA Program
observe science operations from a set of
monitors located here. Since 2011, over
30 educators have flown on SOFIA and
are taking their flight experiences into their
classroom and to their communities to help
promote interest in science, technology, engineering, and math.

Mission Director (left seat)
Science Flight Planner (right seat)
The Mission Director (MD) has overall
control of science operations during flight
and works closely with the Science Flight
Planner (SFP) to ensure that observations
are on schedule and all systems function properly. The SFP and MD together
can change observation targets and flight
routes if necessary.

The High-speed Imaging
Photometer for Occultations
(HIPO) sits closest to the
telescope when co-mounted
with FLITECAM, as shown
here. HIPO collects ultraviolet,
visible, and infrared light with
wavelengths between 0.3 and
1.1 microns, and is SOFIA’s
main image quality test instrument. In June 2011, HIPO
was flown to analyze Pluto’s
atmosphere when the dwarf
planet passed in front of a
distant star.

SOFIA’s 2.5 meter (100-inch)
Bent Cassegrain/Nasmyth
Telescope

The heart of SOFIA was built in
Germany by MAN Technologie AG and
Kayser-Threde GmbH. The telescope
collects radiation with wavelengths
between 0.3 and 1600 microns. The
telescope has a full altitude range of
+20 to +60 degrees above the horizon.
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